Notice: Lockdown 4 Rules

We have been under containment in Category 2 initially and subsequently in Category 1. After
involved discussions with the concerned authorities the Society Management has been able to get
Jalvayu Vihar Greater Noida delisted from the containment zone category with effect from 28th May
2020. The letter from the DM on this subject will be attached in the subsequent notice. However,
please note that as Noida and Greater Noida remain in the Red Zone we will still be under lockdown.
This lockdown would be Lockdown 4 for us.
All of us have been waiting for lifting of the restrictions imposed on our lifestyle. Some of the issues
and the probable relaxation are given below. We have tried to address as many concerns as
possible, but some may still have been left out which will be addressed later.
1. Car Cleaners. The registered car cleaners will be allowed to come and do the task in the
society. However, the points to be addressed are:
a. Thermal Screening on entry.
b. Restriction only to clean cars and not to interact with the residents.
c. Work hours only from 0700 to 1300 hours.
d. Mask mandatory.
e. Can visit car owner only for payment and onus to maintain precautions is the car
owner’s responsibility.
2. Maid Servants: Maid servants and helpers are now permitted to enter the society. The
points to be addressed are:
a. Responsibility that the servant, male or female, will is with the house owner or
house owners if the said help is working in more than one house.
b. The servant will be thermally screened at the entry and will ensure face mask is
worn at all times.
c. Hand and feet sanitisation on entry and exit is the house owner’s responsibility.
d. Work hours only from 0700 to 1900 hours.
3. Ironing or Laundry workers: will be intimated subsequently.
Vendors and Delivery personnel: The timing as imposed by the authorities 0700 to 1900 hours
will be maintained for all below.
1. Newspaper: Vendor will be permitted to supply newspaper. Will be thermally screen at
entry.
2. RO Water supplier: As an exception the RO water suppliers will be permitted to supply
water to concerned flat after thermal screening at the entry gate. It will be the Flat
resident’s responsibility to ensure all hygiene precautions are taken. This is being done as
there is no difference to going to the Main gate to collect the item or have it delivered to
your house. Sanitisation responsibility will remain with the residents requiring this service.
However please note that it is advised to seek alternate means as this whole process has a
potential for infection.
3. Fresh Milk Vendors. The rule remains the same as in para above for RO water supplier.
Again, residents are advised that only limited effect of precautions is possible, and they
should go in for packaged products as those are less liable to spread infection.
4. Cooking Gas Supply: Vendors will be allowed to deliver cooking gas to individual flats.
However, it is advised for all flat occupants to get piped natural gas installed. Please

remember it is cheaper and there is no disruption. You pay only for what you consume.
Even meter reading can be done by the flat occupant. In the Covid 19 environment it is the
safest option.
5. Repair personnel from various agencies. These are AC, Fan, RO Machine, Washing Machine
and such like mechanics. It should be the endeavour of the residents to call for people from
regular agencies only. Local repair mechanics could be major carriers of infection. However,
keeping personal comfort in mind, they will be permitted to go to individual households
after ensuring thermal screening and masks. Sanitisation inside the house is the resident’s
responsibility.
Shops and Booths inside the Society:
1. The shops selling essential items (as at present) will continue to work within the authorised
timing of 0700 hours opening and 1045 closing. The other shops, Electrical repair, Cycle
Repair, Snack, Tailor, Book Shop, Puja Item and Gift shop etc will open from 1100 hours till
1645 hours. The shops selling essential items, vegetables, dry ration, milk booth, bread and
milk etc will again open from 1700 hours till 1845 hours. All shops will remain closed
between 1900 hours till 0700 hours.
Public Gathering Places:
The following places will remain closed:
Central Park, Temple, all society lawns and halls will remain closed and no gatherings will be
permitted till instructions on the lockdown 4 are amended by the government. However, to
facilitate the residents gathering for family functions like a marriage can be permitted where not
more than 20 people are invited and prior permission to hold the event has been taken from the
DM. The number of invitees or people in attendance must be as per the latest guideline issues from
the UP government and the District Magistrate.

Walking or Jogging in the Society.
Walking and jogging within the society will be permitted if social distancing norms are followed.

Please note: Entry and exit between 1900 hours and 0700 hours will be monitored and names of
such personnel either exiting or entering the society will be noted in the register kept for the same
at the main gate. Cooperation of all the residents is solicitated to ensure we contribute to control of
the Covid 19 and prevent its spread. Everyone should be aware that if any resident is detected as
Covid 19 positive the whole society will again be put in containment. Containment would mean
that again no entry or exit etc etc. It is hence to our benefit if we take precautions inside and
outside the society to ensure we remain safe and protected.
Freedom comes at a cost. The cost we must pay is to ensure all rules being put up from time to
time regarding social norms, our own lifestyle and interaction with others is conducted keeping
Covid 19 infection possibilities in mind.
The rules regarding lockdown keep getting amended from time to time. As and when this
happens Notice to the effect will be given. Please keep reading all notices on the MyGate app.

